free travel guide to cape verde cape verde cn traveller - with direct flights from the uk the volcanic atlantic islands of cape verde and their soulful music are within easy reach although this is undoubtedly africa with all the attendant poverty you might expect european influences in the towns are unmistakable in the architecture language and even, santa maria sal cape verde islands capeverdeweb com - santa maria sal cape verde islands santa maria is by far the biggest and most popular tourist resort in the cape verde islands the resort attracts a predominantly italian client le although this is starting to change as more direct flights become available from elsewhere in europe, cape verde islands holiday hypermarket - cape verde holidays this 10 island mid atlantic archipelago offers year round sunshine so is great for a winter getaway the endless glistening beaches and sapphire coloured sea in which to spot turtles and whales are just some of the reasons that cape verde holiday packages are so popular, cape verde holidays 2019 2020 thomas cook - discover holidays in cape verde beautiful unspoilt beaches stunning landscapes teeming with exotic wildlife and year round sunshine has earned cape verde a reputation as africa s answer to the caribbean, home paulina on the road sustainable and outdoor - welcome to my travel scrapbook about slow and sustainable traveling all of my mostly outdoor adventures are packed in short travel stories in english spanish i m the happiest when on a hiking trail cycling path or a sailing boat positive side effects of this kind of traveling are mindfulness and time to interact with foreign cultures, manhattan new york city nycgo the official guide to - when people think of new york city manhattan is often the first place they picture it s no wonder the borough is home to big name attractions such as central park the empire state building st patrick s cathedral the high line and one world observatory world class museums restaurants and concert halls and the bright lights of times square and broadway, japan travel lonely planet - explore japan holidays and discover the best time and places to visit japan is truly timeless a place where ancient traditions are fused with modern life as if it were the most natural thing in the world, vaccine protesters line streets of china for two days - following a massive vaccine scandal in china cnn is reporting that chinese parents have gathered for protests outside of beijing s government institutions for two straight days the protests are putting strain on a government that s unsure how to regain trust with its citizens two weeks ago, fgasa trails guide ecotraining - fgasa trails guide explore the wilderness of the majestic makuleke concession in the famed kruger national park or mashatu in the northern tuli reserve in botswana on foot on a 28 day trails guide course fgasa accredited where the majority of your time will be spent conducting bush walks in big game country, tenerife travel canary islands lonely planet - explore tenerife holidays and discover the best time and places to visit tenerife is the striking and slightly saucy grand dame in the archipelago family attracting over 10 million visitors a year the island s most famous southern resorts offer brit infused revelry and clubbing combined with white sandy beaches and all inclusive resorts, where to stay in tenerife the ultimate guide travel blog - in order to give those queries a detailed answer i decided to write this in depth guide on where to stay in tenerife accommodation places are categorized location wise and budget wise so before you head to tenerife first decide if you want party holidays quieter locations amazing hiking trails nature city life or remote beaches or just a short stay, designer fashion accessories more shop online at - our emails are filled with the latest fashion collections events and offers at selfridges we may tailor emails and online advertising to the things you love so they are relevant to your location what you ve shown an interest in and the things you buy from us, designer fashion accessories more shop selfridges - our emails are filled with the latest fashion collections events and offers at selfridges we may tailor emails and online advertising to the things you love so they are relevant to your location what you ve shown an interest in and the things you buy from us, brooklyn the official guide to new york city nycgo com - brooklyn offers attractions for every type of traveler want to be on the cutting edge head for williamsburg where you can hear live music every night and shop for vintage threads, ibiza holidays compare book holiday hypermarket - a small resort with a white sand beach cala gracio is a great base for the nearby town of san antonio or a tranquil getaway of its own here you ll find the aquarium cap blanc as well as waterfront seafood spots and ritzy restaurants, thailand travel guide advice for your next visit - thailand offers many quintessential southeast asian travel experiences spectacular nature a rich culture and history a friendly population and a cuisine as rich in colour and appearance as in taste for many travellers thailand is a first foray into southeast asia and that first trip becomes one of a series